PROACTIVE

BOAT CARE
To much water in my bilge!
(We talked about this before, Klaus)

POWERED BY:

Prevent damage and improve the safety of your boat.
Our boat care service just got an upgrade!

IoT SENSORS

You can now connect your boat to our brand new control
center, and make sure all major safety hazards get detected and
handled as soon as they appear.
Get notified via SMS, email and voice call when there is a safety
issue with your boat, and monitor the vital stats of your boat
with a dedicated smartphone app.
All major alerts are automatically forwarded to our control
center, so regardless of where you are, we are here to help!
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Our control center
monitors your boat
when you are away.
Most of the time, you are away from your boat, and this is
when incidents like fire, water damage, electrical failures, and
uncontrolled battery consumption can happen. With our new
control center our team can now proactively take care of your
boat and make sure we react on time, to prevent damage and
keep your boat in tip-top shape, for your arrival.

Your boat wants
to talk to you, too.
Monitor all the sensors and check all the measurements
collected, anytime, anywhere with a dedicated mobile app.
Decide which warnings and alerts you wish to forward to
our control center, and which one you will handle on your
own. Specify exact parameters for each alert, and optimise
the system for your boat.

*New app about to be released soon!

*New app about to be released

Sense4Boat sensors are unique on the market.
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Protect your boat
from sinking and mold
Water will always find a way to your bilge. Most often, it will just be rain
water, which which will create mold and an unpleasant odor after a while.
In addition, since every boat has many water outlets sometimes things
can go wrong and your boat will be at risk of sinking. You can prevent
this hazard with the Smart Bilge sensor. Never be surprised, by water in
the bilge, again.
Sense4Boat Smart Bilge sensor is IP67 certified making it safe to install in
the bilge. It comes with a practical float switch which can be installed in
any bilge configuration, at a desired height.

Prevent fire or freezing
Prevention of fire on a boat stored/docked in the marina is a demanding
challenge. The fire is usually spotted at a very late stage, at which it already
had developed high temperatures and spread to the adjacent boats.
Sense4Boat provides a special IP65 rated sensor, resistant to high temperatures
often found in engine rooms, which continuously (every 6 sec) monitors the
temperature and detects the smallest changes in the temperature.
Every temperature difference of 3°C is sent and processed in the control center.

Increase the life expectancy
of your batteries
This sensor monitors your batteries and informs you what actions need to be
taken in order to ensure proper maintenance. The battery voltage is measured
every 3h and sent to the control center for your analysis.

Prevent damage from deep discharging.
Deep discharging is the primary reason for a premature battery death. Your
battery can now send you an email and push notification when the voltage drops
below specified thresholds which are configurable according to your needs.

More sensors coming soon…

Activate the service and get the included sensors.
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